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Abstract. The photon map provides a powerful tool for approximating the 
irradiance in global illumination computations independent from geometry. By 
presenting new importance sampling techniques, we dramatically improve the 
memory footprint of the photon map, simplify the caustic generation, and allow 
for a much faster sampling of direct illumination in i;omplicated models as they 
arise in a production environment. 
1 Introduction 
As introduced in [Jen96a, JC95b] the photon map algorithm generates an approximation 
of irradiance by storing the collisions of a random walk simulation of radiance. Its basic 
implementation is strikingly simple and the independence of scene geometry is a big 
advantage as compared to finite element approaches . In the sequel we present three new 
algorithms, improving the current photon map techniques: 
l. Importance driven photon deposition: Originally the photon map is gener-
ated using the von Neumann-Ulam scheme, i.e. a pure forward simulation of the 
particle nature of light. In [PP98] an importance driven method for generating 
photon maps has been introduced, which directed the photon paths into the areas 
of high visual importance. The improvements were hardly visible from the im-
ages, and the core problem remained: Photons are stored all over the scene, even 
in regions, in which the importance is almost zero. In addition the energy of the 
photons varies due to the weighting by the emission and scattering probabilities, 
increasing the variance of the estimate. 
Instead of controlling emission and scattering as in [PP98], we control the depo-
sition of the photons, resulting in a more precise photon map, reduced memory 
requirements and faster photon map queries. 
2. Automated generation of caustics: Caustics, which are generally speaking the 
lighting effects that arise from light hitting a diffuse surface coming from a spec-
ular surface, require a photon map with a much higher resolution than the global 
photon map used for ambient lighting. In [Jen96b, JC95b] projection maps were 
used to shoot an increased number of photons into the direction of caustics gen-
erators. This however only captures caustics caused by direct lighting, whereas 
caustics from indirect illumination have tobe added by massive user intervention . 
By extending our approach of importance driven photon deposition, we enable 
the automatic generation of all visually important caustic effects. 
3. Faster direct illumination computations: Since the direct visualization of the 
photon map often is too blurry, the calculation of direct illumination is separated 
from the calculation of indirect illumination [Jen96a]. This has the advantage 
that the main contribution to an image is sampled very accurately, while only 
the minor effect of indirect ambience is estimated from the photon map. The 
disadvantage, however, is that the sampling effort depends on the number of light 
sources, which can be large. 
We present an importance sampling scheme, which enables a more accurate and 
faster computation of direct illumination in Settings with a large number of oc-
cluded light sources. 
2 Importance driven Photon Map Generation 
The basic idea is to control the deposition of photons by visual importance. Using a 
representation of the visual importance by an importon map as introduced in [PP98], 
by a probabilistic decision we store photons only in areas of high visual impact. lt such 
is possible to obtain the same quality as in previous approaches, but at reduced memory 
cost and increased query speed. 
2.1 Probabilistic Photon Deposition 
The photon map can be seen as a snapshot of a random walk simulation of radiance 
transport from the light sources. A convenient algorithm for the collision estimate with 
Russian Roulette path termination including deterministic low discrepancy sampling 
has been derived in [KMS94]. The simulation yields a cloud of particles P, where each 
particle k E P consists of its point of incidence Xki its direction of incidence wk and its 
irradiance Lk . Using the Dirac-8-distribution the particle k is localized by 
ök(x,w) := ö(x - xk) · ö(w - wk) · 
We now modify the discrete density approximation of the irradiance Li by introducing 
an arbitrary probability p(x, w) : 
k EP 
""'"', ( _) p(x,w) 
L....., Uk X, w Lk (x w) 
k EP p ' 
L ök(x,w) (Lk -) f 1 X(O,p(x,w)J(t)dt , 
k EP p X , W lo 
where x is the characteristic function ofthe interval (O ,p(x,w)] . This transformation 
very much resembles the Russian Roulette absorption mechanism [KMS94, AK90] , and 
similarly the integral now can be evaluated by a one-sample Monte Carlo integration, 
yielding 
p(x ,w) = fo 1 X(o,p( x,w)J(t)dt ~ X(o ,p(x,w )J(~) = g ~'.Sp(x, w) 
eise 
For the actual implementation this means to simply insert the random decision, whether 
to store or discard the photon. lt such is possible to concentrate the photons in re-
_gions Of high probabiJity p( X , w) , since onJy the fraction of photons is Stored for which 
~:::; p(x, w) for some uniform random variable~ E (0 , 1]. This is illustrated in figure 1, 
where we first show the standard photon map, then the importons and finally the same 
amount of photons deposited using the importance information. Figure 2 shows the 
improved photon distribution that is obtained by tracing more trajectories in the prepro-
cessing step but storing the same number of photons as without the importance driven 
deposition . 
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a) b) c) 
Fig.1. Photon map in a scene of lOxlO rooms (each with one light source) seen from the top. a) 
Standardphoton map without importance, b) distribution of visual importance, i.e. the importons , 
and c) photon map generated using visual importance controlled deposition. 
Fig. 2. IOxlO rooms lit by 100 light sources. In the top row 6 · 105 photons have been stored. 
whereas the bottom row 6 · 106 photons have been deposited. The left column directly visual-
izes the standard photon map, while the right column illustrates the improvement by importance 
driven photon deposition. 
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a) b) c) 
Fig. 3. Caustics and close-up at a) ratio q = 1, b) q = t• and c) q = fo. Note that the amount of 
photons in the global photon map remains about unchanged. 
2.2 Automatie Caustics Generation 
In [JC95b] projection maps are used to shoot an increased number of photons in the di-
rections of the solid angle covered by caustic generating objects. This approach covers 
direct caustics, i.e. L[S]+ D paths. However secondary light sources (like e.g. bright 
diffuse reflections as often encountered in architectural visualizations) might cause in-
direct caustics which are not simulated by the previous approach. In order to automati-
cally generate the very detailed caustic photon map and the less detailed global photon 
map [JC98], we partition the set of all photons P into two sets 
L ök(x,w)Lk = L ök(x,w)Lk + L ök(x ,w)Lk , 
k EP kEPcau kEP\ P cau 
where P cau contains all photons scattered by a non-diffuse surface 1, i.e. a potential 
caustic generator. Using the integral transformation from the previous section with the 
constant probability q, we approximate 
~ , ( _) p(x ,w) ~ _ q · p(x,w) 
L..., uk x,w Lk-( _) + L..., ök(x,w)Lk ( _) px,w q·px ,w 
kEPcau • kEP\ P cau 
~ _ Lk 
L..., 8k(x,w)-( _) · X(O,p(x,w)J(~k) 
kEPcau p X,W 
~ _ Lk 
+ L..., ök(x,w) ( _) · X(O,<i·p(x,w)J(~k), 
kEP\ Pc au q. p X, W 
1 Caustics could be characterized more precisely by investigatiilg focal properties of wavefronts and sur-
foce derivates a~ used in e.g. [lge99]. 
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where the ~k are independent, uniform random variables on [O, 1) . The improved quality 
of the automatically generated caustic photon map for different choices of the probabil-
ity q can be seen in figure 3. 
2.3 The Algorithm 
The implementation of the ideas of the previous sections is obtained by replacing the 
standard Store-call for photon k by the following code fragment: 
if(k E Pcaul 
{ 
} 
CausticMap->Store(xk, Wk, vt:)); 
else if(~k < q · p(xk)l 
GlobalMap->Store (xk, wk, ---4-...) · q·p(x•) , 
If the photon under consideration could generate a caustic, it is stored in the detailed 
caustic photon map if the probability induced by visual importance is high enough. 
Otherwise only the fraction q of the photons is stored in the global photon map, which in 
consequence is less detailed. This of course introduces the overhead of tracing ~ times 
more trajectories than required to fill the global photon map. Since the computation of 
p(xk) is very expensive, it is more efficient to use two random variables ~k, 1 , ~k, 2 , first 
testing whether ~k , l < p and then if necessary whether ~k,2 < p(xk). This indicates a 
third alternative: Only the fraction of q trajectories is used for the global photon map. 
Using a total of N trajectories, we use the first lq · N J trajectories to fill the caustic 
and global photon map by only testing for ~k < p(xk) and then use the remaining 
trajectories Lq · N J + 1 . . . N to complete the caustic photon map, yielding the most 
efficient implementation. 
The Deposition Probability p(x). While the ratio q of collisions tobe stored in the 
global and the caustic photon map is constant, the probability p is determined from 
the visual importance. Although we could use p(x, w), we only use a probability p(x) 
which solely depends on the location x and is faster to determine. Identical to the ap-
proach in [PP98] , we shoot importons from a general camera sensor into the scene. The 
probability p(x) then is determined by performing a query for the importons. Since the 
photon map performs best, if the photons are of about equal irradiance, the collected vi-
sual importance is scaled by a factor f and clipped if above 1, where f is chosen so that 
p(x) = 1 in the areas of high visual importance, leaving the irradiance Lk unchanged. 
Only for the regions where p(xk) < 1, i.e. for regions of almost no visual impact, the 
irradiance grows to ~(L ) increasing the variance of the irradiance approximation. The 
p "' • 
scaling factor f can be estimated by tracing some test rays from the camera into the 
scene sensing for the visual importance. Choosing the reciprocal value of the minimum 
of these queries to be f fulfils the requirements. 
Numerical problems can arise in regions where vt".) becomes very !arge due to 
a small deposition probability p(xk). This can be remedied in two ways by either 
bounding p(xk) from below by some t: > 0, or by discarding all photons with p(xk) < 
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t:, which although hardly perceivable of course yields a biased algorithm. 
Discarding photons requires to trace more trajectories, i.e. having a more expensive 
preprocessing step, in order to obtain the same number of photons as in the pure forward 
simulation, but is paid off by the much better photon distribution in the regions of high 
visual importance at the same memory cost, which is illustrated in figure 2. On the 
other hand storing photons only in areas of high visual impact can dramatically reduce 
the memory footprint of the photon maps by preserving their quality. Assuming the 
scale f of visual importance to be determined by the above procedure, the compact set 
of parameters (N, q) of the number N of photons to trace, and the ratio q of the global 
and caustic photons of the new importance driven photon map generation algorithm is 
intuitive and increases usability since no manual intervention is required for complete 
caustics generation. 
a) b) 
c) d) 
Fig. 4. The very problematic setting of a room being lit by a door slit seen from atop. The room 
on the left has no light sources but the camera within; the room on the right contains one light 
source. a) The importance distribution, b) the standard photon map, c) the unbiased importance 
driven photon map, and the biased version using a minimum cutoff probability i:. 
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Remaining Problems. Our approach is complementary to [PP98], where the emission 
rates and shooting directions are sampled from the visual importance. In a combination 
the advantages of our algorithm, especially the improved memory requirements, would 
transfer. In settings of multiple light sources, however, the algorithm of [PP98] causes 
problems: The importance of a light source is determined by a small random walk, 
and the fraction of trajectories started from one light source is given by the ratio of its 
importance to the total sum of importances. In consequence the photons are of very 
different irradiance. If now a photon of an unimportant light source scatters into a 
region of high visual importance, it increases the variance of the photon map estimates. 
This effect is further amplified by the importance sampling of scattering directions. The 
problem is not encountered by exclusively using our approach, since the photons in the 
important regions remain of about equal irradiance as explained in the previous section. 
Solely selecting the scattering directions by visual importance as in [PP98] can be 
problematic, too . This is illustrated in figure 4, where several photon distributions of a 
room lit by a doorslit are compared. The standard approach would deposit the majority 
of the photons in the visually unimportant part of the scene, sinee the small doorslit is 
hard to hit, even when using importance sampling. The probability controlled depostion 
requires much more trajectories to be traced, but stores the photons only where they are 
important, yielding a better basis for the successive rendering step. 
In figures 4c and 4d we see the photon distribution of the importance driven photon 
map generation. Due to energy bleeding [KWOO] the importance shines through the 
walls and photons are deposited in area of actually no importance, i.e. behind the 
wall. This could be avoided by using the Metropolis Light Transport algorithm [VG97, 
PKKOO] to deposit photons by the techniques of the previous sections. This however 
indicates that using MLT alone would yield a more sophisticated algorithm. 
3 Efficient Direct Illumination Computation 
The efficient computation of direct illumination still is a core problem of photorealistic 
image synthesis. Exact shadow computations require a Jot of shadow rays to be shot, 
especially in environments with a ]arge number of light sources. The performance of 
shadow caches is not worth the effort for current scenes, since the coherence is de-
stroyed by the fine tesselation or the incoherent secondary rays of global illumination 
algorithms [Smi98] . Approaches as in [HDG99] indicate that nevertheless coherence 
can be exploited, but fail for secondary rays, general scene geometry and due to a sub-
stantial memory footprint. A very powerful approach is due to Ward [War9 l], where the 
most important light sources are sampled first and shadow rays are saved by estimating 
the contribution of the less important light sources. The approach has been considered 
further by Shirley in [SWZ96], motivated by an article of Kirk on unbiased sampling 
[KA9 l]. Similar to the observations in [HDG99], in [PMS+99] it has been shown that 
reasonable approximations can be obtained by shooting only one shadow ray in the 
region of penumbra. Concerning the photon map, Jensen developped the technique of 
shadow photons [JC95a], where however the question where to deposit shadow photons 
remains an open problem or is impractical due to excessive memory consumption. Even 
assuming this problem tobe solved satisfactory, the shadow estimates are too imprecise 
and fail for finely structured shadow details. 
We now combine the idea of Ward of partitioning the set of lightsources L into two 
sets, defining probabilities for the lightsources in both sets like Shirley and sampling 
from these sets in an unbiased way similar to Arvo to a unified concept based on the 
ideas already presented in [Kel98] : We extend the photon data structure by storing the 
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a) b) c) 
Fig. S. Direct lighting calculations a) without, b) unbiased with importance, and c) biased with 
importance information generated from the photon map. Images a) and b) took the same time to 
compute. The noise in the rear of b) demonstrates the overmodulation effect due to a too small 
importon query radius, which is eliminated by omitting to sample from l \ L con in c) . 
light source identification with each primary photon, i.e. each photon that directly came 
from a light source. For the point to be illuminated directly, we perform a photon map 
query. The collected set of primary photons now very roughly indicates which light 
source may be visible from the query point. The light sources, whose identification is 
not among the collected photons are most probably occluded. So we have the two sets 
L can of potentially contributing light sources and [ \ L con of most probably occluded 
light sources. 
We need the stochastic evaluation of sums, which is derived by the integral trans-
formation 
M-1 L Sj 
j=O 
1 Z:::: SiX[i,i+l}(x) dx M (M-1 ) 
0 J=Ü 
M S-1 (M-1 ) S ~ ~ SiX[i,i+l)(Mx;) , (1) 
where S random samples x 0 , . . . ,xs_1 E (0 , 1) are used to evaluate the sum of M 
summands s;. We now fix the amount of S con and Snan-con shadow rays, which is 
independent of the actual number of light sources, in order to evaluate the lighting 
contributions of L con and .[ \ L con • respectively. 
If S con < [fcon[, we use (1) to randomly select S con locations on the [fcon[ light 
sources for the direct illumination computations. Otherwise the variance can be further 
reduced by stratifying the total of Scon directly to the light sources in L con by their 
emission area2. Concerning the light sources which probably do not contribute, the 
minimal choice Snon-con = 1 guarantees an unbiased algorithm, i.e. we shoot one 
shadow ray to a randomly selected location on a randomly selected light source from 
[ \ L con· From (1) we infer that this sample is scaled by l.C\ ~conl andin consequence 
any unoccluded light source belonging to [ \ L con can cause a very high variance. lt 
such is very important to select L con securely, i.e. to use a !arge radius in the photon 
map query, in order to guarantee an almost zero probability of missing any contributing 
2 Note that the composition method can raise variance. lt such is more efficient to use biased poststratifi-
cation estimators [KW86]. 
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light source. In that case, however, omitting that single shadow ray is biased, but hardly 
noticeable as shown in figure Sc. 
This basic technique is illustrated in figure S, where we compare sampling the light 
sources with and without importance. Image Sb clearly shows much less noise than the 
direct computation without importance function in Sa at the same computational cost. 
We intentionally chose a little too small radius for the importon map queries in order to 
demonstrate the punctual overmodulations, which have been explained in the previous 
section. 
This importance sampling scheme is easily added to an existing photon map im-
plementation. lt is much simpler than the spatial partioning scheme from [SWZ96] and 
more exact than the global visibility estimates in [War94]. However it can be completed 
by using Ward's sorting algorithm [War94] for the case S con < J.Ccon l. where then the 
S con samples can be distributed to the brighter light sources. In the other case the sam-
ples are distributed by the importance of the light source, which is computed identical 
to [PP98]. The user so only needs to specify the overall shadow ray number and does 
not need to take care of the sample rate for the single light sources. 
The technique also easily transfers to the bidirectional path tracing algorithm [LW93, 
VG94, VG9S], where it is used to save shadow or connection rays. Then the photon 
map would serve as a point approximation of the radiance like in [Kel97]. This would 
also improve the bidirectional mutations of the MLT [VG97] algorithm. 
4 Conclusion 
We presented new importance sampling techniques for the photon map, which result in 
a reduced memory footprint and increased rendering efficiency. Our variant of the im-
portance driven generation of the photon map controls the deposition, which is more ef-
ficient than controlling the scattering directions. lt also allows to automatically generate 
the complete caustic photon map at the required high resolution. Finally we presented 
an efficient sampling scheme for environments with a !arge number of light sources of 
which a reasonable fraction is occluded. These importance sampling techniques reduce 
the required user interaction for e.g. fine tuning of the emission and sampling rates for 
the light sources. This automatism increases usability of the photon map algorithms by 
replacing the set of parameters by an intuitive one requiring less user intervention in the 
actual computations. Although the techniques presented here are major improvements 
over current algorithms, open problems remain (see also [KWOO]): 
1. The sampling of the direct illumination efficiently detects occlusions. However 
it does not save shadow rays, if a [arge number of the light sources is visible. 
Spatial coherence such needs to be exploited. 
2. Photon map implementations typically sample the light sources directly. The cur-
rent trend in design however is to tise more and more indirect illumination. Due 
to the Jack of direct illumination the photon map is visualized directly exposing 
its blurry artifacts. · 
Ward partially dealt with these issues in his Radiance rendering system [War94, LS98] 
by reclassifying indirect lights as light sources and performing irradiance interpolation 
[LS98] . These techniques however are computationally expensive. Simpler and more 
robust techniques for these problems are subject of our future research and will be based 
on the photon map mechanism for representing dicrete densities. 
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